Many languages, including English, Russian, Latin, and others, use a grammatical case known as the dative. Possession, advantage, disadvantage, and reference are only a few of the many connections that the indirect object may show.
Q1: She gave a present _____ to her friend.
A: at
B: for
C: to
D: from

Q2: They shared their secrets _____ us.
A: with
B: to
C: at
D: from

Q3: He wrote a letter _____ his grandmother.
A: for
B: at
C: to
D: from

Q4: We prepared a surprise party _____ our parents.
A: from
B: at
C: to
D: for

Q5: She cooked a delicious meal _____ her guests.
A: from
B: with
C: at
D: for
Q6: He borrowed a pen ______ from his classmate.
A: to  
B: from  
C: at  
D: with

Q7: They offered their help ______ the elderly.
A: from  
B: at  
C: to  
D: for

Q8: She smiled ______ me.
A: at  
B: for  
C: with  
D: to

Q9: He shouted ______ his team.
A: from  
B: with  
C: to  
D: at

Q10: We bought a gift ______ our teacher.
A: with  
B: at  
C: for  
D: to
Answers

Q1: C - to
Q2: A - with
Q3: C - to
Q4: D - for
Q5: D - for
Q6: A - to
Q7: C - to
Q8: A - at
Q9: D - at
Q10: C - for